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The first three weeks of September were relatively quiet on the Flanders front.
This is not to say that there were no locally significant actions as numerous
minor attacks were launched by both sides, particularly by the British as they
attempted to acquire tactically important scraps of land which had so far eluded
them.
We have seen how the initial launch
of the offensive was soon bogged
down in a morass of mud, caused by
the destruction of the drainage
system by heavy artillery action and
almost unprecedented amount of
rainfall. The last weeks of August
had been sunny and hot but this had
only served to bake the churned up
mud into a hard surface covering the
area like the skin of a rice pudding.
This terrain was equally difficult to traverse for advancing troops because it was
pock marked by shell holes.
Despite the fact that Haig remained optimistic, “If we are
favoured with a fine autumn....I regard the prospects of
clearing the coast before winter sets in as still very hopeful,
notwithstanding the loss of time caused by the bad weather
in August”, there was much adverse criticism and
grumblings about the general lack of progress, which
appeared to be valid because most of the initial objectives

remained out of reach across ground littered by Allied bodies due to the success
of German counter-attacks. Indeed Lloyd George had remarked to Haig, “I am
afraid we have put our money on the wrong horse. It would have been better to
have reinforced the Italians!”
Haig’s assessment appears somewhat at odds with reality for the very next day
he postponed indefinitely the amphibious landings near
Ostend! However at the same time he began to make
adjustments in the command relationships at Ypres. He
was starting to tire of Gough’s efforts and an
immediate goal was for the British to push forward
through Zandvoorde and capture Polygon Wood and
the ridge beyond. Gough’s response to setbacks had
been to augment subsequent attacks with extra troops.
This did not approach the heart of the problem the
imperfect performance of the artillery both in subduing
German strong points and batteries. To achieve this Haig
extended the left flank of the Second Army to the YpresRoulers railway. The effect of this decision was to hand
over the II Corps front to the Second Army thus placing
Plumer at the centre of operations. Gough was now
effectively sidelined.
Plumer’s immediate response to the decision, which had been announced
during an unofficial truce on the 28th August in order to
clear the dead and wounded from the battlefield, was to
request a three week planning and preparation period to
try to devise a method of dealing with the German
defence. This was granted.
So ended the first phase of the Third Battle of Ypres,
depressingly casualty figures for August almost touched
68,000 and skirmishing and shelling continued apace.
From now on the British were to shift from Gough’s Steeplechase dash to
Plumer’s relay race at walking pace; every stride was to be short, sure footed
and utterly decisive. His intention was to capture the Gheluvelt plateau by four
separate steps, with an interval of six days between each to allow time to bring
forward artillery and munitions. The distance of each step was to be limited to

about 1,500 yards; initially he considered that 1,000 yards would be the
maximum frontage for each division.
The offensive known to history as the Battle of the Menin Road Ridge began on
0540 on the 20th September with an artillery barrage that seemed to herald the
end of the world, even though it was controlled with considerable precision. The
British were using an improved fuse
system which caused the munitions to
explode almost simultaneously with
the shell touching the ground, thus
resulting in fewer craters for the
advancing troops to negotiate.
Following in the wake of the creeping
barrage eighteen assault brigades
numbering 65,000 men, who had crept silently through the night to reach their
allocated jumping off positions, waited for the battle to commence. Most of
these troops had lain out in the rain all night but curiously most of them were
surprised to learn that it had been raining, obviously they had much more to
think about, if they could think at all. Tired out in mind and body under the
excessive nervous strain they had slept solidly. The infantry followed in the
wake of this creeping barrage and the
officers and NCO’s had to restrain them
to prevent them from running forward
into the storm of shells that lay ahead
and unlike on previous occasions they
were now working in small specialist
teams, neutralising trenches with a
mixture of rifle and machine gun fire and
liberal use of hand and rifle grenades.
The first day of the offensive was a stunning success. The 5th Army managed to
make advances of 1,000 yards by midday whilst the 2nd
Army pushed forward 1,500 yards and established itself
securely on the Gheluvelt Plateau. The success was not
without cost, in many sectors the casualties were
appalling on both sides and some strongpoints resisted
being taken with fanatical intensity, the collection of
blockhouses or pillboxes at a location known as Tower

Hamlets being a case in point. During the period 20th – 25th September total
British casualties were 20,441.
Even as the German’s were counter attacking Plumer was planning the next
stage of attack scheduled for the 26th September, this was duly launched at 0550
hours and consisted of a push to secure Polygon Wood, which would bring in an
advance of 1,200 yards into German held territory. The total frontage was again
5,000 yards across a landscape strewn with bodies. IN addition to the heavy
German resistance the churned up landscape made the going extremely difficult
and the biggest problem was moving the field guns forward until improvised
paths had been laid across craters and trenches. The fact that troops required
almost continual artillery support for the majority of the day made the demands
on ammunition extremely heavy. Fog and smoke made visibility poor in many
locations resulting in many attackers having to feel their way into heavy
defensive fire. Again the Tower Hamlets proved obdurate and rebuffed the 39 th
Division. Yet in general the attack proved another vindication of Plumer’s
strategy as most of the key objectives were taken, including Polygon Wood,
albeit at a cost of 15,375. The Germans were not idle and continued throughout
the day with counter-attacks, which mercifully failed to dislodge the British
gains. The Germans incurred more than 13,000 casualties and its leaders were
finding manpower stretched to the limit.
By the end of September 1917 prospects were looking
brighter for the Allied cause. The employment of
artillery proved to be effective and the inclusion of
heavy pieces meant that at fairly close range the
dreaded pillboxes could be smashed open, for the
following infantry to “mop up” by the use of hand to
hand methods of fighting such as daggers, clubs,
knuckledusters, light machine guns and pistols.. There
was however one remaining blot on the horizon and that was the fact that most
of these successes had been gained in good weather and should that turn again
the whole theatre of war would be once again would be rendered vulnerable by
a morass of mud.

During September 1917 twenty two men from Dewsbury gave their lives to
ensure the survival of our way of life.
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Developments are now awaited following grave news of the worsening
situation in Russia as the struggle for power moves inexorably along. The latest
communication is via a statement issued by the Prime Minister and relayed
through the wireless stations of the Russian Government it states: “On the 8th September General Kornilov sent to me a
member of the Duma, one Vladimir Nikolaivich Lvoff with
the demand that the Provisional Government hand over to
General Kornilov all the civil and military powers in order
that he might, using his own judgement, form a new
Government for the administration of the country.”
--------------“The Provisional Government has deemed it
necessary, for the safety of the fatherland, freedom and
republican to empower me to take immediate and decisive measures to cut
short, at the roots, all attempts to encroach upon the supreme power of the
country and on the rights of citizens won by the revolution.”
“At the same time I order:
(1) General Kornilov to surrender his functions as commander in chief to
General Klembovsky, the commander in chief
of the army of the Northern Front, barring the
way to Petrograd. I order the said General
Klembovsky provisionally to take command of
the functions of the commander in chief and to
remain at Pskov.
(2) The city of Petrograd and the Petrograd district

to be declared as in a state of war. I also bring into operation a schedule
of rules governing military areas.
I call upon all citizens to remain absolutely calm and to maintain order,
necessary for the preservation of the fatherland.
I call upon all members of the army and fleet to rigorously and calmly fulfil
their duties in defending their fatherland from external foe.
A. Kerenski (Prime Minister)

“To all committees of the army and the front.”
Comrades – the late commander-in-chief General Kornilov
has betrayed his fatherland and the revolution. The day
before yesterday (September 8th) through N. Lvov a
member of the Duma, he presented a demand for the
dissolution of the Provisional Government and for handing
over to him of all the powers, in order that he might
constitute a new Government at his own discretion.
The chief of staff, General Lukomsky has also proved to be a traitor by
refusing to carry out an order of the Provisional
Government to undertake the command of the armies
in view of the dismissal of General Kornilov,
indicating to the Provisional Government the
possibility of civil war on the front, the opening up of
the front to the Germans and the conclusion of a
separate peace.
The Provisional Government is in full agreement with the Central Executive
Committee of Workmen’s and Soldiers’ Delegates, is taking measures for
the crushing of the counter revolutionary plots instituted by traitors to their
fatherland.
“General Kornilov is dismissed and will be punished for treachery. Minister
of War Kerensky has ordered that the commander-in-chief Kornilov
surrender his function as commander-in-chief to General Klembovsky, who
will provisionally assume the office, remaining at Pskov.”

Subsequent events proved that the crisis is grave. General Kornilov
absolutely refuses to obey M. Kerenski who ordered him to surrender the
command of the army. He is now marching on Petrograd with a force whose
strength is not sated but
includes
the
so-called
“Terrible
Division”
This
division had reached Vvritza,
about 36 miles south of
Petrograd on Monday night.
Others of the Kornilov troops
are said to be at Luga, about
66 miles south of the capital,
whilst others were at Dno 130
miles south of the city.
In order to impede Kornilov’s troops the railways leading south from
Petrograd have been torn up, but his forces include a considerable proportion
of cavalry thus his delay may be only temporary.
So far no actual conflict is reported between the Government forces and
those of Kornilov, and a Cossack delegation, Kornilov himself is a Cossack,
was trying to mediate between the general and M.
Kerenski.
In the meantime the Provisional Government has resigned
in order, as is explained, “To give M. Kerenski entire
liberty of action.” This places him in the meantime at least
in the position of Dictator, following an abortive attempt
to set up a kind of directorate of five Ministers.
Since then no news has emerged from Petrograd but rumours abound, one
via Sweden insists the M. Kerenski has been murdered” However, it appears
that Kornilov’s resolve has hardened, he has issued a proclamation declaring
himself as Dictator and is moving troops on Petrograd and as the
Government prepares to resist it is obvious that the next step is civil war.
The city is outwardly calm and quiet, the shops are still open and the trams
are running as usual.
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